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Big Data – How Big Is Big?



























Maybe that’s a better question for you :-)



The future came yesterday



1876: 
"The Americans have need of the 
telephone, but we do not.  We have 
plenty of messenger boys." —
William Preece, British Post Office.
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/robertszczerba/2015/01/05/15-worst-tech-predictions-of-all-time/#316a583e1299



1889: 
“Fooling around with 
alternating current (AC) is 
just a waste of time.  
Nobody will use it, ever.” —
Thomas Edison
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1903: 
“The horse is here to stay but the 
automobile is only a novelty – a fad.” 
— President of the Michigan Savings 
Bank advising Henry Ford’s lawyer, 
Horace Rackham, not to invest in the 
Ford Motor Company.
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1946: 
"Television won't be able 
to hold on to any market 
it captures after the first 
six months.  People will 
soon get tired of staring 
at a plywood box every 
night." — Darryl Zanuck, 
20th Century Fox.
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1950:
Vacuum Tube Powered Trains
"There is no fundamental reason," says Doctor 
Langmuir, "why we could not travel at a speed of 2000 
to 5000 miles an hour in a vacuum tube. The Pacific 
coast might be only an hour away from the Atlantic.“
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Prediction 1950: Vacuum Tube Powered TrainsImagine a tunnel with one end beneath New York City's Times Square. You enter a car at this end, stow your suitcase in the rack overhead and settle down comfortably with a magazine. You have been reading scarcely an hour when the vehicle stops. An escalator carries you back to the street level and you greet the light of day once more—in San Francisco!Sounds like something out of pseudo-science fiction, doesn't it? Yet it's the idea of one of America's most practical scientist-executives, General Electric's noted physicist, Dr. Irving Langmuir. "There is no fundamental reason," says Doctor Langmuir, "why we could not travel at a speed of 2000 to 5000 miles an hour in a vacuum tube. The Pacific coast might be only an hour away from the Atlantic.“https://books.google.de/books?id=Yh0SBQAAQBAJ&pg=PA351&lpg=PA351&dq=why+we+could+not+travel+at+a+speed+of+2000+to+5000+miles+an+hour+in+a+vacuum+tube&source=bl&ots=tOmk4wwPg2&sig=Bz8mO3TM3sf_fN2eo9oNpVsy4S0&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwik8-fttN3SAhVGFCwKHcSVA3MQ6AEIJDAB#v=onepage&q=why%20we%20could%20not%20travel%20at%20a%20speed%20of%202000%20to%205000%20miles%20an%20hour%20in%20a%20vacuum%20tube&f=false
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1950:  
Housekeeping of the future
When the housewife of 2000 cleans house 
she simply turns the hose on everything. 
Why not? Furniture (upholstery included), 
rugs, draperies, unscratchable floors—all are 
made of synthetic fabric or waterproof 
plastic. After the water has run down a drain 
in the middle of the floor (later concealed by 
a rug of synthetic fiber) she turns on a blast 
of hot air and dries everything.
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1950:  Housekeeping of the futureWhen the housewife of 2000 cleans house she simply turns the hose on everything. Why not? Furniture (upholstery included), rugs, draperies, unscratchable floors—all are made of synthetic fabric or waterproof plastic. After the water has run down a drain in the middle of the floor (later concealed by a rug of synthetic fiber) she turns on a blast of hot air and dries everything. A detergent in the water dissolves any resistant dirt. Tablecloths and napkins are made of woven paper yarn so fine that the untutored eye mistakes it for linen. She throws soiled "linen" into the incinerator. Bed sheets are of more substantial stuff, but she has only to hang them up and wash them down with a hose when she puts the bedroom in order.
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1954: 
The Television You Can Hang On Your Wall

General Electric scientists predict your TV-
picture screen in 1964 may be so thin that it 
can be hung like a painting on the wall or 
mounted like a vanity mirror in a table model.

FACT: Today's LCDs hang on walls around the 
country, but in 1964, the first plasma displays 
were just beginning to be developed, and still 
encased in unwieldy boxes.
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Prediction 1954: The Television You Can Hang On Your WallGeneral Electric scientists predict your TV-picture screen in 1964 may be so thin that it can be hung like a painting on the wall or mounted like a vanity mirror in a table model.FACT: Today's LCDs hang on walls around the country, but in 1964, the first plasma displays were just beginning to be developed, and still encased in unwieldy boxes.
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In the 1950s, the only thing more certain than the red menace was the inevitability of atomic power. So when New Jersey-based vacuum cleaner honcho Alex Lewyt heralded a tomorrow in which nuclear-powered appliances would suck up dirt in every American household, the news probably caused few eyebrows to rise. Remember, this was the era of radium-impregnated paint for glow-in-the-dark dials. Peaceful radioactivity seemed as safe as asbestos.http://www.pcworld.com/article/155984/worst_tech_predictions.html
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1957: 
Flying Fan Vehicle
The "flying fan" vehicles of the future will be easier to fly than 
helicopters, and should cost a lot less. A rough guess is that in 
about 10 years you'll be able to buy a four-place fan for the 
price of a good car.
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Prediction 1957: Flying Fan VehicleThe "flying fan" vehicles of the future will be easier to fly than helicopters, and should cost a lot less. A rough guess is that in about 10 years you'll be able to buy a four-place fan for the price of a good car.A new kind of flying machine is being designed that sounds like the answer to your desires for a personal aerial vehicle. It is almost like a flying carpet. A good name for it might be the "flying fan." It uses the principle of the ducted fan, the same idea that is used by the flying platform.Superficially this new machine, now being developed by Hiller Helicopters, will resemble an automobile although it will rest on short stilts. You'll be able to order a four-door model, a sports job, or even a light-truck configuration.There's no big thrashing rotor overhead, no churning propellers. You ascend with no apparent effort. Air speed is up to 50 miles per hour. If you want to stop in mid-air, just move the lever back again.All this sounds too easy to be true, but the designers say this description is about right. Probably the first flying fan will be in the form of an aerial Jeep, an aircraft in which the Army is greatly interested. Hiller Helicopters has submitted a proposal for a four-fan Jeep. Performance and costs have been closely estimated.This Jeep-of-the-air would be capable of every job that an ordinary Jeep can do, with the advantage that it could travel across country with no need for roads. It would be able to land and take off from fairly steep hillsides. It could carry men and supplies, be used as an ambulance, or serve as a flying gun platform.��For this kind of service the flying fan has several major advantages over an ordinary helicopter. It can operate close to buildings or other obstructions. A helicopter taking off from alongside a building gets a rebound of air from the building that makes it very hard to control. And the flying fan can be operated around people in safety, with no chance that someone might accidentally walk into the whirling overhead rotor.The Hiller engineers expect that eventually the ducted fan will become the basis for a whole family of special-purpose aircraft.



1962:
Decca Records rejected the Beatles, saying 
"guitar groups are on the way out" and 
"The Beatles have no future in show business,"
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Decca Records rejected the Beatles, saying "guitar groups are on the way out" and "The Beatles have no future in show business,"[1] although it has since been suggested that their work that day did not yet reflect their true potential, and the "guitar" comment may have been intended as a polite let down.[6] Decca instead chose Brian Poole and the Tremeloes, who auditioned the same day as the Beatles, as they were local and would require lower travel expenses.http://www.cracked.com/photoplasty_777_26-hilariously-inaccurate-predictions-about-future/https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Beatles'_Decca_audition
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1968: 
Wristwatches in 2000
Waltham engineers foresee this 
exciting possibility: "Wristwatches in 
the year 2000 will be used for more 
than time measurement. They will be 
total communications centers, 
containing devices not only for 
accurate timing but also for voice and 
vision communication and 
recording—they'll even contain 
simple miniaturized computers."
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Prediction 1968: Wristwatches in 2000Waltham engineers foresee this exciting possibility: "Wristwatches in the year 2000 will be used for more than time measurement. They will be total communications centers, containing devices not only for accurate timing but also for voice and vision communication and recording—they'll even contain simple miniaturized computers." How about that for a prediction!2013[edit]In 2013, the claim to first ever smartwatch to capture the full capability of a smartphone was laid by startup Omate with the TrueSmart. The TrueSmart originated from a Kickstarter campaign which raised over 1 million dollars, making it the 5th most successful Kickstarter to date. The TrueSmart made its public debut in early 2014.[34] Consumer device analyst Avi Greengart, from research firm Current Analysis, suggested that 2013 may be the "year of the smartwatch", as "the components have gotten small enough and cheap enough" and many consumers own smartphones that are compatible with a wearable device. Wearable technology, such as Google Glass, may evolve into a business worth US$6 billion annually and a July 2013 media report, revealed that the majority of major consumer electronics manufacturers were undertaking work on a smartwatch device at the time of publication. The retail price of a smartwatch could be over US$300, plus data charges, while the minimum cost of smartphone-linked devices may be US$100.[35][36]As of July 2013, the list of companies that were engaged in smartwatch development activities consists of Acer, Apple, BlackBerry, Foxconn/Hon Hai, Google, LG, Microsoft, Qualcomm, Samsung, Sony, VESAG and Toshiba. Some notable omissions from this list include HP, HTC, Lenovo, and Nokia.[36] Science and technology journalist Christopher Mims identified the following points in relation to the future of smartwatches:The physical size of smartwatches is likely to be large.Insufficient battery life is an ongoing problem for smartwatch developers, as the battery life of devices at the time of publication was three to four days and this is likely to be reduced if further functions are added.New display technologies will be invented as a result of smartwatch research.The success level of smartwatches is unpredictable, as they may follow a similar trajectory to netbooks, or they may fulfill aims akin to those of Google Glass, another wearable electronic product.[37]Acer's S.T. Liew stated in an interview with British gadget website Pocket-Lint, "... I think every consumer company should be looking at wearable. Wearable isn’t new … it just hasn’t exploded in the way that it should. But the opportunity’s for billions of dollars’ worth of industry."[38]HOT Watch by PHTL features a speaker and microphone on the strap allowing for calls to be answered on the watch.HOT Watch speaker and microphone embedded on the strap. Magnetic charging pins at left.As of 4 September 2013, three new smartwatches have been launched: the Samsung Galaxy Gear, Sony SmartWatch 2,[39] and the Qualcomm Toq.[40] PHTL, a company based in Dallas, Texas, completed is crowd-funding process on Kickstarter for its HOT Watch smartwatch in September 2013. This device enables users to leave their handsets in their pockets, since it has a speaker for phone calls in both quiet and noisy environments.[41] In a September 2013 interview, Pebble founder Eric Migicovsky stated that his company was not interested in any acquisition offers,[42] but revealed in a November 2013 interview, that his company has sold 190,000 smartwatches, the majority of which were sold after its Kickstarter campaign closed.[37]Motorola Mobility CEO Dennis Woodside confirmed that his company is working on a smartwatch during a December 2013 interview.[43] Woodside showed an awareness of the difficulties that other companies have experienced with wrist-wearable technologies and explained:There's clearly gonna be something that changes on your wrist, how it works and what exactly it is is something our teams are working on hard. Whatever it is, it has to compete with what works now ... We can't have something fragile, we can't have something that needs to be charged everyday. You're going to have to have some functionality that's just killer otherwise why spend the money on yet another product.[not in citation given][37]
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He also predicted that 
wireless networking 
would die out in the mid 
1990s.:

After the wireless mobile 
bubble bursts this year, we 
will get back to stringing 
fibers ... bathrooms are still 
predominantly plumbed. 
For more or less the same 
reason, computers will stay 
wired.
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He also predicted that wireless networking would die out in the mid 1990s.:After the wireless mobile bubble bursts this year, we will get back to stringing fibers ... bathrooms are still predominantly plumbed. For more or less the same reason, computers will stay wired.[17]https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Metcalfe



1998:
2010 collapse of the United States

Russian political writer Igor Panarin claimed 
that the U.S. was on the verge of civil war, 
which would result in wealthier states 
withholding tax revenue from the federal 
government and seceding from the union. 
After the resulting collapse of the nation, it 
would be split into six parts and divided up 
by the newly dominant world powers. 
"There's a 55 to 45 percent chance right 
now that disintegration will occur," he said.
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2010 collapse of the United StatesIn 1998, Russian political writer Igor Panarin claimed that the U.S. was on the verge of civil war, which would result in wealthier states withholding tax revenue from the federal government and seceding from the union. After the resulting collapse of the nation , predicted for 2010, it would be split into six parts and divided up by the newly dominant world powers.In a 2008 article in The Wall Street Journal, Panarin explained that under the restructuring, the West Coast would be controlled by China and Hawaii by Japan. The Southeast would become part of Mexico, the northern Midwest would go to Canada, the Northeast would join the European Union and Russia would get Alaska."There's a 55 to 45 percent chance right now that disintegration will occur," he said.http://www.cnbc.com/2011/05/19/14-spectacularly-wrong-predictions.html?slide=4



2007: 
“There’s no chance that the iPhone is 
going to get any significant market share.” 
— Steve Ballmer, Microsoft CEO.
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The future came yesterday

…and we partially predicted 
only 2 out of 15 outcomes
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Age Adjusted Obesity Rates



Stroke Death Rates, Ages 35+



Weighted Estimates of  Alcohol Use Among Women Aged 18-44 Years



PV Solar Radiation



Annual pH of  Precipitation



2 Bedroom Rent as Gross Income (%)



NFL Fans (based on Facebook)
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Downtown San Francisco
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The future came yesterday
Some future predictions were good,

Some future predictions were not.

In the past, we made predictions by guessing,
Now we can leverage data analytics.

Tomorrow is coming (again), 
What do you predict will happen?

Anthony Renda
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